PREFACE

A REUNION OF INNOCENTS

This is a story about an unusual love that has linked Joanna and Daniel through lifetimes. Some
have called it delusional, desperate and co-dependant. Others have called it divine, soulful, even
spiritual. It’s a story about soul mates and soul groups and the passion and purpose of dreams
shared through the infinite and boundless, perhaps even concurrent, concept of time. In this
lifetime, we have found ourselves living out certain eventualities of our past lives and other
metaphysical influences that shape our ongoing relationship even as we continue to live very rich
and separate lives this time around. This dual existence warps time and space and sometimes
lands us in awkward situations, but never anything that we can’t handle.

Over the past forty years the magnetic attraction between us has been palpable, but never defined
or contained by marriage or any earthly construct. Joanna and Daniel have been very careful to
not make this multi-dimensional consciousness threaten their current families, and a remarkable
level of acceptance has been with those who know them intimately.

Whether you take our story as pure truth as it is intended and perhaps experience a moment of
enlightenment… or pure fiction and just have a good laugh on us, we leave this up to you. Part
of what we have discovered on our journey is that there is more than one reality and there is truth
to be gained from all of them. Here then is our story, and our wish for those who read it is that
they may know that commitment need not be tied to condition, qualification or ownership …

and that love, truly undefined and pure at its core, can still exist in this cynical and hypercritical
world. Through the telling of our story we have discovered that there’s an uncanny virtue in
following our intuitive imperatives. We’re glad we did because the more we trusted each other
and ourselves, the more flexible our reality became.
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